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Shower smart and save 
Lifestyle and ecology in an elegant combination: The first stainless steel showerhead 
that uses only half the water a conventional shower does – what’s more, the «AquaClic 
Elégance» does its name justice with its sleek and trendy design. The Swiss company 
Aqua Art, known for its faucet adapter «AquaClic», presents the environmentally 
friendly designer piece for your bathroom. 
 

  
 
Flattering you while you shower  

Good conscience and good taste can now go hand in hand. Looking at the classy and 
timeless design of the new Aqua Clic showerhead, you would not think that what you 
see is an ecological innovation.  
The sleek stainless steel showerhead, which caresses even children's hands, uses only 10 
to 13 litres of water per minute at your choice. Regular showering uses up 18 to 25 
litres per minute! And here is the best part: you don’t even notice it, because the pleas-
antly tingling water streams from the «Elégance» roundly and fully from the nicely 
arranged rows of openings.  

That also makes the model more hygienic than regular showerheads: after it is turned 
off, there is no dripping, which means there is no need to wipe.  By the way: the new 
draining system makes water spots and lime build-up a thing of the past.  

Shower comfort – good for mother nature too 

Experts have declared the worldwide water shortage to be one of our biggest future 
problems. In addition to that, treating used water is becoming more and more elabo-
rate and costly. This is where anyone who likes to save water can keep money in their 



pocket (the showerhead will quickly pay for itself) as well as helping to conserve the 
dwindling water supply.  

Wellness Showers 

The environmentally friendly designer showerhead will give you another benefit: due 
to its bayonet socket, the showerhead transforms into a therapeutic shower with one 
turn. A bundled stream of water gently stimulates the blood circulation in your skin and 
works very well for water therapy such as the Kneipp water cure method.  Should you 
happen to drop the «Elégance», a practical showerhead protective ring will protect the 
bathtub from impact damage.   
 
Once you have had the chique «Elégance»d, you won’t want to give it up: With this 
smart showerhead, economical showering turns into an elegant combination of comfort 
and value.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aqua Clic are sold in elegant boxes

 

 

AquaClic Elégance, Available in three models:  
· Zürich: Completely stainless steel · smooth handle · Fr. 175.–  
· Nizza: Completely stainless steel · handle with changeable sheath structure · Fr. 175.–  
· Boston: heading of stainless steel · handle with changeable sheath structure · Fr. 160.–  
 
Accessories:  
· Wall mounted holder  made from black synthetic material · mountable within seconds  
· Protective ring made from synthetic material in case of impact with the bath tub  

Matching perfectly with Elégance  
· ClicFlex-shower hose, 175cm, · without PVC · twist free, silver colour, Fr. 26.-/ 

Available at VCS, www.verkehrsclub.ch, at WWF Panda-Shop, at WWF-shops. Further 
available at: Aqua Art AG Zürich, Tel. +01 310 85 42 , Fax 01-310 85 43, 
mail@aquaclic.ch · www.aquaclic.ch 
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Short version 
 
 
Shower smart and save 
Lifestyle and ecology in an elegant combination: The first stainless steel shower-

head that uses only half the water – and it looks like its name: «Elégance». The 

environmentally friendly designer piece by Aqua Art is coming on the market.  
 
Shower comfort 

Good conscience and good taste can now go hand in hand. One would not guess that 
behind its timeless and classy design there is an ecological innovation. But the slender 
stainless steel showerhead uses only 10 to 13 l water per minute (instead of the usual 
18 - 25 l)! You don’t even notice it, because the pleasantly tingling water streams 
roundly and fully from the nicely arranged rows of openings. That also makes the 
model more hygenic than regular showerheads – it needs no rubber knobs. By the way, 
there is no lime build-up. «Elégance» does not drip, which means there is no need to 
remove lime build-up or wipe.   
 

Whoever saves water, goes easy on their wallet as well as the water supply. 
«Elégance» has another benefit: it turns into a therapy showerhead in no time, for in-
stance for water therapy cures. A bundled stream of water gently stimulates the blood 
circulation. With this smart showerhead, economical showering turns into an elegant 
combination of comfort and value. 
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